One answer to all your supermarket
lighting questions

INCREASE SALES:
HIGHLIGHT YOUR GOODS
One problem we face when illuminating a supermarket is how to
balance ambient lighting and highlight products at the same time.
Tanager shop luminaire due to its adjustable light source angle
works great for both ambient and shelf illumination.
Major task for shop illumination is to make our goods to look
great, inviting to buy. That is why when planning illumination, we
seek for the ratio 1:3 of ambient and shelf lighting. This contrast
helps goods on the shelves to stand out and there is enough light
for people to navigate safely from the shelves to cashier.

ENHANCE THE
FRESHNESS OF THE FOOD
To make goods look great and inviting to buy, Tanager can
come with special LEDs that enhance the freshness and visual
appearance of meat, vegetables, fruit, and other variety of
fresh food.
By bringing out the dominant colors of food, it appears
fresher and more appetizing, leading to higher sales.
For the Tanager option with these special LEDs, please
contact our sales.

DIRECT YOUR CUSTOMERS
TO PROMOTIONS
All the area in the shop is valuable space for promoting or selling goods. That concerns the space above
the shelves too. However, if you have advertisement
above your shelves, it stays in the shadow, because
ambient light, linear solutions usually do not
illuminate those.
Tanager solves that issue too, allowing you to have
well illuminated shelves and more eﬃcient
advertisements above the shelves, attracting
customers.

BE FLEXIBLE WITH YOUR
SHOP ARRANGEMENT
Should you rearrange your aisles or move a
shelf, with linear solutions your goods will
lose the illumination and go into shadows.
With Tanager, you can change the width of
the aisle, move shelves, rearrange your shop
for promotions or adjust it to change the
customer ﬂow and still retain the eﬀective
illumination of goods without need to
change the luminaires.

SAVE UP ON
INSTALLATION COSTS
Tanager luminaires are installation friendly.
We have designed them for diﬀerent
mounting options: track (compatible with
diﬀerent types of tracks), surface, cable tray
and hanging.
In case you have track lighting now, you can
use Tanagers without need to change the
track system you already have.

SAVE UP ON ENERGY COSTS
AND INITIAL INVESTMENT
Tanager shop luminaire combines advantages of both linear
solutions and track lights. Moreover, due to great eﬃciency and
light amount from a single luminaire, you will need less Tanager
luminaires than in comparison track lights to get the same illumination levels. Also, it is LED solution with all the LED advantages like
power saving, that reduces your electricity bills.

TANAGER: ONE LUMINAIRE TO
ILLUMINATE YOUR SALES
2 in 1

Zone design

Flexibility

Use one luminaire for both
ambient lighting and highlighting of your goods.

Create diﬀerent zones using
variety of possible light angles

Rearrange your aisles, move
shelves without losing eﬀective
illumination of merchandise.

Saving

Uniform design

Easy installation

Cost eﬀective solution, that can
save up on initial investment,
also reduce electricity bills.

Illuminate entire shop with
luminaires of one design.

Compatible with all types of tracks,
designed for hanging, cable tray and
surface installations.
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